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In most magnetic molecular clusters studied so far, localized moments of metal ions are coupled by
superexchange interactions via ligand atoms to yield the total moment of the cluster, which is basically
a piece of a magnetic insulator. Here we present an experimental and theoretical study of another form
of molecular magnetism, arising from unfilled molecular orbitals delocalized over the entire metal cores
of molecular metal clusters. These cores thus act as nanosize quantum dots, in which the metal valence
electrons are confined. [S0031-9007(98)07157-9]

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 75.50.Tt
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Magnetic clusters are drawing increasing attention
the ultimate lower size limit for magnetic nanoparticle
[1]. Fundamental scientific questions at stake are t
quantum-size effects on the thermodynamic properties [
and the phenomenon of macroscopic magnetic quant
tunneling [3]. Molecular cluster compounds play a cru
cial role in these studies, since they offer the unique po
sibility to investigatemacroscopicallylarge assemblies of
identical (monodisperse) clusters,using well-known tech-
niques of solid state physics and chemistry [1,4,5]. F
these well-defined, stoichiometric chemical compound
the clusters are cores of macromolecules, separated f
one another by shells of ligand molecules coordinated
the cluster surface. In metal cluster compounds [4,5], t
cluster core is composed of metal atoms only, bound
one another by direct metal-metal bonds. In ionic me
clusters [1], on the other hand, the cluster framework co
sists of metal ions linked by intervening nonmetal ion
Thus, the clusters in these two classes of materials can
seen as small pieces of bulk metal and of bulk insulat
respectively.

Most of the molecular magnetic clusters studied, f
example, the compound Mn12Ac, belong to the second
class [1,3]. The magnetism of the cluster then basica
arises from unfilledatomicshells, and the moments of the
unpaired electrons are localized on metal atoms and
coupled through superexchange via intervening nonme
ions. The net magnetic moment of the cluster arises fro
interacting atomic moments, where the interactions can
ferro- or antiferromagnetic.

In this Letter we address a form of molecular mag
netism in which the magnetic behavior cannot be ration
ized in terms of anatomic property. As we shall show,
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there exist several molecular metal cluster compounds
which unpaired electrons occupy molecular orbitals del
calized over the whole metal frameworkformed by direct
metal-metal bonds. The magnetism is due to unfilled, d
localized cluster orbitals, and is a molecular analog of t
magnetism of unfilled atomic orbitals, the unpaired ele
trons being extended over the much larger volume of
(macro)molecule instead of that of the atom.

We focus our attention on the multivalent metal carbon
cluster moleculesfPt3Fe3sCOd15gn2 (1n2 for short) and
fAg13hFesCOd4j8gn2 s2n2d occurring in1n2fPPh14 gn sn 
1, 2d and 2n2fNsPPh3d2

1gn sn  3, 4d, the structures of
which are shown in Fig. 1 [6–9]. Depending on th
valency, these materials are either nonmagnetic or ca
an unpaired spin12 on each cluster molecule. As we sha
show both experimentally and theoretically, the origin
this spin 1

2 is a singly occupied highest molecular orbita
(HOMO) that is delocalized over the entire cluster core

Magnetic measurements in the temperature range 0
300 K and in magnetic fields up to 5 T were made usi
SQUID magnetometry. In Fig. 2 we show susceptibili
data on powder samples plotted asx versus T for
12fPPh4g and 242fNsPPh3d2g4, which both contain one
unpaired electron. Perfect Curie behavior (solid curv
through the data), corresponding to 1 spinycluster, is
found down to 20 K for the Pt3Fe3 system and down
to 0.1 K for the Ag13Fe8 compound. For Pt3Fe3 the
susceptibility shows a maximum below 1 K, which w
attribute to antiferromagnetic interactions between sp
on neighboring clusters. The solid curve through the
data is a fit to the antiferromagnetic,S  1

2 , Heisenberg
chain model [10], yielding an exchange constantJykB 
20.46 K sH  22J

P
i,j

$Si ? $Sjd. The packing of the
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FIG. 1. (a) Structure of the cluster12, fPt3Fe3sCOd15g2. Pt
shaded; Fe black. (b) Averaged experimental geometry of t
cluster anion242, fAg13hFesCOd4j8g42. Ag shaded; Fe black.

cluster molecules in the crystal is indeed found to b
predominantly in chains, supporting the interpretation
terms of quasi-one-dimensional magnetic behavior. T
specific heat of this compound (not shown) likewis
confirms the magnetic chain behavior; it has a magne
contribution with a broad maximum at about 0.7 K tha
can also be described by this theoretical model. T
absence of appreciable magnetic interactions betwe
the Ag13Fe8 clusters may be similarly understood by th
packing of the clusters in the crystal; in this compoun
they are widely separated by ligands and cations (clos
distances of about6.7 Å).

Also the magnetization data in the range 3–100 K (c
Fig. 3) for both compounds show theS 

1
2 paramagnetic

behavior. They can be well fitted to the Brillouin curve
with S 

1
2 and averageg valuesg  s 1

3 g2
k 1

2
3 g2

'd1y2,
where the values forgk andg' were determined indepen-
dently by ESR asgk  2.24, g'  2.06 andgk  2.0465,
g'  1.937, for the Pt3Fe3 and the Ag13Fe8 compound,
respectively (the same averageg values were used in the
susceptibility fits). In both cases the hyperfine splitting o
the ESR line is due to the interaction of the unpaired ele
3212
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FIG. 2. Top: Magnetic susceptibility of12fPPh4g between 0.1
and 300 K. Solid line through data in inset is the fit to
the antiferromagnetic chain model. Bottom: susceptibility o
242fNsPPh3d2g4. Inset shows data below 2.5 K.

tron spin with the nuclear spins of Pt and Ag, respectivel
[6,8] (isotope57Fe features a nuclear spin, but with only
2% abundance, it cannot be detected). The ESR spec
thus point to a substantial amount of spin density at th
nonmagnetic metal sites, in good agreement with the calc
lated spin density maps presented below. This illustrate
in fact, that the extent of delocalization can be inferre
quite well from measurements of hyperfine couplings.

Magnetic measurements (not shown) on the nonma
netic versions,122fPPh4g2 and 232fNsPPh3d2g3, confirm
that these valencies correspond tofilled molecular or-
bitals. The compounds are intrinsically nonmagnetic, ex
cept for traces of the magnetic versions, which appear
be present in varying small amounts, depending on th
method of preparation, aging of the sample, etc. The ide
tification of the weak magnetic signals as originating from
the magnetic counterparts could be done unambiguous
from the ESR spectra, which could always be traced to th
magnetic versions (absolute calibration of the ESR sign
was performed and proved to agree with the amount o
impurity spins found from the magnetization).
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FIG. 3. Magnetization curves of12fPPh4g (top panel) and
242fNsPPh3d2g4 (lower panel). Data are plotted versus th
magnetic fieldB or ByT and fit the Brillouin function with
one spin per cluster.

In Fig. 4 we show spin density maps for the mag
netic versions of these materials as predicted by dens
functional calculations, using a self-consistent, scala
relativistic linear combination of Gaussian-type orbita
method [11] with a gradient corrected exchang
correlation functional [12]. Spin-unrestricted calculation
were performed to describe open-shell configuration
Atomic charges and orbital localizations were compute
with a Mulliken analysis. The optimized geometries o
the clusters1n2 sn  0, 1, 2d agree quite well with the
experimentally determined structures, especially wi
regards to the metal-metal distances [13]. For the clu
ters 2n2 an averaged experimental geometry was use
idealized to Oh symmetry [14].

The spin density maps in Fig. 4 refer to the clust
anions12 and 242. In each case, the HOMO is nonde
generate, singly occupied, and well-separated by
HOMO-LUMO gap of the order of 1 eV from the lowes
unoccupied orbital (LUMO), but also by about the sam
energy from the next lower, completely filled molecula
orbital. In the nonmagnetic anion122, the additional
electron fills the HOMO level completely, as expecte
e
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FIG. 4. Spin density contour plots of (a)12 (in the plane
which contains the Fe and Pt atoms and nine equatorial
ligands) and (b)242 (in a plane which contains the central an
two peripheral Ag atoms, four Fe atoms, and eight CO group
Solid and dashed contour lines indicate positive and negat
values, respectively, at values102ny2 a.u. sn  3 7d.

On the other hand, in the nonmagnetic anion232 the
HOMO of the magnetic cluster is unoccupied. In bo
magnetic clusters, the spin density is largely determin
by the HOMO; however, noticeable deviations are foun
[13]. As seen from Fig. 4, the spin density is delocalize
not only over the Fe atoms, but also over the Ag atom
In the Pt3Fe3 cluster, about 18% population of the spi
density is localized on the 3 Pt atoms and about 70
on the 3 Fe atoms, confirming that the magnetism is n
carried by electrons in localized (Fe) atomic orbital
but in delocalized cluster molecular orbitals. For th
Ag13Fe8 cluster, the ESR data [8] showed that 25% of th
spin density is located on the central Ag atom, where
the 12 peripheral Ag atoms carry negligible spins.1%d.
This would imply an even larger spin density on th
central Ag atom than on each of the Fe atomss.10%d.
The calculated spin density plot shows indeed consid
able delocalization of the spin density over the Fe ato
(.50% population on 6 Fe centers) and Ag atoms (.8%
on the central Ag atom,.32% on the 12 peripheral Ag
centers), in broad agreement with the ESR spectra [15]
3213
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In the older literature on small organometallic clus
ters, several reports may already be found on sm
magnetic metal clusters for which the magnetism w
attributed to unpaired electrons delocalized over the me
framework. We mentionfNish5-C5H5dg3stert.-C5H9Nd
and fCosh5-C5H5dg3S2, with one and two unpaired
electrons per cluster, respectively [16,17]. The mon
cation related to this Co3S2 cluster, as occurring in
fCo3sh5-C5H5d3S2g1I2, was found to have a single
unpaired electron [17]. The delocalized nature is ind
cated by ESR data on these materials. Another exam
of a multivalent metal cluster isfNi6sh5-C5H5d6gn

sn  0, 11d, which is reported to be nonmagnetic whe
neutral, but to carry three unpaired electrons in cation
form [18]. Three unpaired electrons were also found f
fNisC5H5dg4H3 [19]; they have been shown to occupy
spatially almost degenerate set of three cluster orbit
[20]. Although these older results should be furthe
investigated both experimentally and theoretically, the
appear to indicate that even a high-spin configurati
within the highest lying molecular orbital manifold may
result from the concerted action of direct metal-met
exchange, ligand-field interactions from the surroundin
ligand shell, and spin-orbit coupling.

In conclusion, we have presented conclusive eviden
for a new form of molecular magnetism in which molecu
lar metal clusters act as a potential well in which unpaire
delocalizedcluster valence electrons are confined. Th
leads to a magnetism of unfilledmolecularelectron shells,
quite analogously to the traditional magnetism of unfille
atomicshells. We have shown that, for suitable packin
exchange interactionsbetweenthese magnetic molecu-
lar clusters may lead to magnetic ordering phenomena
low temperatures. The major difference with atoms lie
of course, in the sizes of the electron orbitals, which a
much larger in the clusters. This may lead to special fe
tures that deserve further investigation. In particular, t
magnetic properties of such clusters should be suscept
to tuning by molecular design, e.g., by variations of lig
ands and counterions.
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